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PROGRAMME CONSIDERATIONS

Liaise with hotel for appropriate location to show the match and if/how this will effect your existing 
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STRUCTURE OVER VIEW 

o CARTOON 
o BREAKING OUT 
o DIALOGUE 
o TEACH DANCE – ‘TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS’ 
o PERFORM SONG 
o QUESTION SECTION
o CLOSING DIALOGUE INTO ‘CONCERT’ 
o FINAL SONG 

PERFORMANCE AND INTERACTION NOTES 

o Maintain clear spacing, only strong ‘cartoon movements’, steer away from unclear naturalistic gestures 
o Headset to be in singing position during tracks, behind during dialogue with handheld mic 
o When asking kids to repeat, choose most appropriate language to say ‘EVERYBODY’ (all together, to kids) to ask 

them to interact 
o When choosing audience members to answer, ‘claim’ the response by pointing, preferably in most appropriate 

language, to avoid talking over each other or any confusion. 
o Teaching style to take the following format – Tina to explain the moves, whilst Isabelle demonstrates, repeat with 

Max singing the designated section. 
o Ensure props are placed at the back by the screen after open, and clear at the end of Toonstars. 
o Encourage audience participation and engagement by asking children direct, leading questions. 
o ‘Hear’ the correct answer if it fails to come. 
o Make sure during songs that you are familiar with breakdown of tracks, i.e. solo male or female lines, and mime 

only the appropriate sections. 



A LITTLE FAITH

o BREAKING OUT

They all fall down… 

o TRANSITION INTO RECORDING STUDIO w. TUCK (They do the Toonstars sign and retrieve mics )

TINA: Guys, being in Toonstars is my favourite thing ever! 

MAX : Yes, I love being in the Toonstars! 

ISABELLE : Being in the Toonstars is my favourite thing too! 

TINA: Although, there are some really great singers and bands out there! 

MAX: You’re right, there are some amazing singers and bands at the moment! 

ISABELLE: There are so many wonderful singers and pop groups in the world. 

TINA: Zara Larrson is great (ENG: I love Zara Larrson) 

MAX: Or what about Marcus and Martinus? (ENG: Marcus and Martinus are awesome!)

ISABELLE: You know what I love! DESPACITO... LA LA LA LA LA ... DESPACITO! LA LA LA LA LA 
DESPACITO! JUSTIN BEIBER!!! 

They stare at her as she gets carried away. 

ISABELLE: What? It’s catchy! 

TINA: You know, I think it’s time for us to get started on our next number 1 hit! 

ISABELLE: Yes, we need a brand new song! 

MAX: (nervous)  You want us to write a brand new number 1 song? 

TINA: Max – you write all our songs, what have we got? 

ISABELLE: That’s right Max, you are our composer – what’s our new song? 

MAX: Well. I’m not sure it’s very good.

TINA: You’re not sure it’s very good?

ISABELLE: Why don’t you think it’s very good Max? 
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A LITTLE FAITH

TINA: Oh, I’m sure it’s great Max. Don’t you think it will be great guys? 

ISABELLE: Yes, It will be a great song, won’t it everyone? 

MAX: I’m really not sure…. 

TINA: What about if we learn it all together?

ISABELLE: Yes, let’s all help Max and learn the new song! 

MAX: Will you really all help me? 

It’s time for... TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS! 

o TRANSITION INTO TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS HOLDING SCREEN 

They teach the chorus of Everyone beats, and the three part drumming section. 
Link into the dance by indicating that it will make Max feel more confident. 

o Perform ‘EVERYONE BEATS’

o TRANSITION INTO RECORDING STUDIO 

TINA: That was amazing! Give all our honorary Toonstars a round of applause! 

ISABELLE: A round of applause for the newest members of Toonstars! 

MAX: Everybody go crazy for our little Toonstars! Wow. I feel so much better now. 

TINA: I’m so glad you feel better now, Max! 

ISABELLE: Max, I’m really glad you feel better. 

TINA: You guys are so good at being Toonstars – What else are you good at? 

MAX: What other talents do you have?

ISABELLE: What other things are you good at guys? 
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A LITTLE FAITH

TINA Isn’t it wonderful – we all have different things we’re good at, but everybody is good at 
something! You are a great song writer, Tina’s a brilliant DANCER, and I can do really quick 
maths! 

ISABELLE: Yes, you’re very clever, Max- you are a brilliant song writer after all! And I’m a BRILLIANT 
DANCER!!! 

MAX: Yes, Izzy, you’re a great dancer and Tina is really clever and I’m... a GOOD SONG WRITER! 
I don’t know about you, but I’m feeling so good now, I could do with a party! 

ALL: A TOONSTARZ PARTY!

TINA: And you’re all invited!

ISABELLE/MAX: See you there!

o CUE CONCERT

O/S V/O: ‘Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and Girls... Let’s hear you go wild.... I said let’s hear you go wild.... For 
the biggest band in Toonland, the break through band of the year, Live Tonight here at Family 
Life... It’s the TOONSTARZ!’ 

o CUE TOONSTARZ PARTY
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THE WORLD TOUR

• OPENING CARTOON 

• ‘BREAKING OUT’ 

They all fall down. 

• TRANSITION INTO FAMILY LIFE HOTEL w. TUCK They do the Toonstars sign and retrieve mics.

TINA: Hey Max, Isabelle- I think we made it! We’ve broken out of Cartoonland and now... we’re in... 
REAL LIFE! 

MAX: You’re right Tina, check it out Isabelle- we’re not just Cartoons anymore, we’re.... REAL! 

ISABELLE: Oh my goodness! The Toonstarz are here! In REAL LIFE! TINA, MAX AND ME ISABELLE- Live 
and kicking! 

TINA: Wow... Look over there! Real kids!(Points to kids) Wow... are they... REAL?

MAX: They look like they are... Real life kids!

ISABELLE: I think so.... 

TINA: Hold on, let’s check with a scientific test! 

ALL: Hey hey! 

TINA: We did it guys! The Toonstarz are here in 3D, out of Cartoonland and in Real life and look, we’ve 
got loads of new friends already! 

MAX: Would you guys be our friends?

ISABELLE: Yes, I’m sure they want to be friends with us, don’t you? 

TINA: Fab! Well my calculations say that we are in…. (INSERT DESTINATION) This can be the first stop 
on our.... 

ALL: REAL WORLD TOUR! 

MAX: Our REAL WORLD TOUR starts here in (DESTINATION)! 

ISABELLE: We’re going to loads of countries on our REAL WORLD TOUR... HEY! You guys need to learn 
how to party like a toonstar! It’s time for... TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS 

• INTO TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS HOLDING SCREEN 
They teach Toonstars party pre-chorus and T-O-O-N-S-T-A-R-HEY Give technician cue and return mics 

• PLAY TOONSTARS PARTY 5



THE WORLD TOUR

TINA: Wow! Now I really think we’re ready for our REAL WORLD TOUR. I love to learn about different 
countries. 

MAX: How do you say ‘Hello’ in .... Swedish/Norwegian? 

ALL: HEY HEY! Everybody!

AUDIENCE RESPONSE

ISABELLE: And Finnish?

ALL: MOI! Everybody!

AUDIENCE REPONSE

TINA: Does anyone know any other Hellos? 

MAX: What other languages do you know for hello? 

ISABELLE: Can anyone say any other kind of hellos? 

TINA! I know! In America, they HIGH FIVE! HIGH FIVE EVERYONE! 

TINA: Now we can say Hello to people from lots of different countries. And you can too! 

MAX: I can’t wait for our real world tour now. 

ISABELLE: Bringing The Toonstarz party to everyone!

TINA: WOW! It doesn’t matter what country you’re from- because I know something that makes 
people happy in EVERY LANGUAGE.... 

ALL: A SMILE! 

TINA: So, if you’re from England 

MAX: Or Sweden

ISABELLE: Or Norway

TINA: OR ANYWHERE IN THE WHOLE WORLD, You’re never by yourself if you speak the language of 
friendship. (Repeat as language appropriate) 

TINA: COME ON GUYS, LETS PLAY ONE OF OUR FAVOURITE SONGS FOR OUR NEW FRIENDS 
FROM ALL AROUND THE WORLD 
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o CUE CONCERT

O/S V/O: ‘Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and Girls... Let’s hear you go wild.... I said let’s hear you go wild.... For 
the biggest band in Toonland, the break through band of the year, Live Tonight here at Family 
Life... It’s the TOONSTARZ!’ 

o CUE EVERYONE BEATS
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OPENING CARTOON 

‘BREAKING OUT’

They all fall down

TRANSITION INTO FAMILY LIFE HOTEL w. TUCK 
They do the Toonstars sign and retrieve mics

TINA: Guys! News just in! Our latest single is at number one! 

MAX: We’re at number one? That’s awesome!

ISABELLE: I knew we’d be number one! No doubt! 

TINA: Which means… I think we deserve a holiday!

MAX: A holiday! Great idea!

ISABELLE: A holiday? YES! You know what that means? SWIMMING! I’m a whizz at swimming! WATCH!

MAX: And I love snorkeling and looking at all the cool fish!

TINA: We can do swimming AND snorkelling! By my calculations there’s a beach near here! Let’s jump 
in the Toonmobile and go!

• TOONSTARS STING INTO BEACH

MAX: Wow! This place is pretty cool – and I bet there are loads of cool fish I can see here.

TINA: And lots of other creatures! 

• CUE TURTLE AND BAG ONTO SCREEN 

MAX: I’m excited to meet all the animals and birds and fish but hold on.... What’s that? (Turtle to 
appear on screen, trapped in plastic bag) IS IT A SEA MONSTER!!!!???? ARGHHHHH!!! 

TINA: Don’t be scared, Max. It’s not a sea moster. There’s no such thing, I just googled it! It looks like... 
a turtle in trouble. 

ISABELLE: It’s a turtle! 

MAX: No way, what’s wrong with the turtle? 

TINA: It looks like he’s got caught in a plastic bag! 

ISABELLE: A plastic bag? But that’s rubbish! Why doesn’t he just throw the plastic bag away? 

TINA: He can’t. Look at him. The poor turtle is trapped in that plastic bag Quick! Let’s rescue him! 8
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MAX/ISABELLE: Save him! 

• TURTLE RESCUE CUE

Isabelle jumps for bag and puts it in her ‘pocket’ 
TINA: One turtle saved! 

MAX: Well done Tina. Quick thinking! 

ISABELLE: Good job Tina! 

TINA: The problem is Max, that a lot of people don’t know that the rubbish they throw away on the 
beach can really hurt the creatures that live there. 

MAX: Well we have to let people know that pollution and rubbish can hurt the poor creatures and get 
their help to save all the animals and birds and fish. 

ISABELLE: I wish everyone knew how dangerous their rubbish was to the wildlife! 

TINA: Well, let’s tell them! The way the Toonstars say it best... With an awesome song! It’s time for... 
TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS!

TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS HOLDING SCREEN 
THEY TEACH STAND UP 

TINA: Wow guys! With all of these guys helping us, I’m sure we’ll make a difference. 

MAX: We can all make a difference if we try our best.

ISABELLE: And if we give it 100%, we will make a huge difference! 

TINA: Hey guys, do you know what animals we can find at the beach?

MAX: Can you think of any animals and fish we might find at the beach?

ISABELLE: I bet you can think of some animals we can find at the beach, can’t you?

AUDIENCE RESPONSE

TINA: Just think of all the animals we can help! 

MAX: We can all look after my fishy friends together. 

ISABELLE: There are LOADS of animals we can help. 

TINA: Let’s make a pact. Toonstarz promise!
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MAX/ISABELLE:Toonstarz promise!

TINA: OK, Everyone- who promises they won’t leave any rubbish at the beach? 

HOT KEY PLASTIC BAG

TINA: No plastic bags! X 3 LANG

HOT KEY BOTTLE

MAX: No plastic bottles! X 3 LANG

HOT KEY RUBBISH

ISABELLE: No nothing! X 3 LANG 

TINA: Great! When we work together, we can do anything! We can move Mountains!

MAX: We can Move Mountains? That reminds me of one of our songs!

ISABELLE: Let’s celebrate by singing- We can move mountains!

O/S V/O: ‘Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and Girls... Let’s hear you go wild.... I said let’s hear you go wild.... For 
the biggest band in Toonland, the break through band of the year, Live Tonight here at Family 
Life... It’s the TOONSTARS!’

(TOONSTARS RE-ENTER) 

• THEY SING ‘MOVE MOUNTAINS’

• TOONSTARS HOLDING SCREEN Bows, exit! 
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BREAKING OUT

CUE: SCREEN CONTENT - TOONSTARS HQ

TINA Peeow peeow peeow! This computer game is so good. 

ISABELLE Tina! You have been on that computer game for hours.

MAX Yes Tina, You've been playing that game for EVER

TINA Well I'm on the final level and if I just concentrate a little bit longer

ISABELLE Gosh Tina, I just want to go outside and PLAY!

MAX Being stuck inside really does nothing for my creativity…

TINA Just wait…. A ….. MINUTE….. Oh no! I've lost!

ISABELLE YES! Well I'm glad you've finished!

MAX Oh Isabelle, that's not very nice. But… I am glad you're back with us Tina!

TINA Well… I did pretty well; let me just update my status with my highest score on Toonstagram. 

ISABELLE You're ALWAYS on Toonstagram, Tina. 

MAX Yes, I’m worried you're…. addicted to Toonstagram, Tina. 

They have an arm wrestle as Max prises Tina away from her computer-watch.

TINA FINE!

ISABELLE Fine.

MAX Fine.

They stand and look awkward.

CUE: DING

TINA Oh look! We've got a brand new follower on Toonbook!

ISABELLE/MAX TINA! 

TINA Well, ok then- what shall we do?

ISABELLE There's lots of things we can do outside….

MAX Yes - there are so many games we can play outside. 11
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TINA WHAT GAMES CAN WE PLAY OUTSIDE

ISABELLE WHAT GAMES CAN WE PLAY OUTSIDE

MAX WHAT GAMES CAN WE PLAY OUTSIDE

Responses and repetition. 

TINA Those are some great ideas of things we can do outside! Let's go!

CUE: TOONSTARS TRANSITION

(They look around, happy. 

CUE: THUNDERCLAP 

(It starts to rain….. They come back in a fluster.)

CUE: TOONSTARS TRANSITION BACK INSIDE

TINA It's raining!

ISABELLE I’m soaking! 

MAX There's a real storm out there! But I've got an idea… why don't we… imagine the sun is shining…?

TINA You're right Max; If we use our imaginations, we can make any day a sunny day.

ISABELLE I'm going to use my imagination so hard I'm going to get a sun tan!

MAX And I know that all of our friends have got great imaginations too… It's time for…

ALL TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS

CUE TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS

THEY TEACH AND PERFORM THE IMAGINATION SONG

TINA Guys, I think you're right. Now that my imagination is fired up I've got a million ideas of things 
we can do. I'm imagining I'm winning the Nobel prize… Why, Thankyou everybody. 

ISABELLE YEAH!  I'M IMAGINING I'M WINNING AT THE OLYMPICS!!!! YAAAAAASSSSSSSS!!!!! WINNER! 
YAAASSSSS!!!

MAX Oh, Isabelle! You know what else we can do with our imaginations… 

TINA What else can we do with our imaginations, Max?

ISABELLE I’m ready! What else can we do with our imaginations? 12
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MAX We can get on an aeroplane!

TINA, ISABELLE YEAH!

(They mime flying on an aeroplane.)

TINA Where are we going, guys?

ISABELLE I know where we’re going! Somewhere FAR AWAY!

ALL TO THE HOLIDAY SUN!

O/S V/O: ‘Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and Girls... Let’s hear you go wild.... I said let’s hear you go wild.... For 
the biggest band in Toonland, the break through band of the year, Live Tonight here at Family 
Life... It’s the TOONSTARS!’

(TOONSTARS RE-ENTER) 

• THEY SING 'Holiday Sun’ 

• TOONSTARS HOLDING SCREEN Bows, exit! 

THEY PERFORM HOLIDAY SUN
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OPENING CARTOON 

‘BREAKING OUT’

They all fall down

TRANSITION INTO STADIUM w. TUCK 
They do the Toonstars sign and retrieve mics

ISABELLE is doing laps and imaginary keepy uppies around the stage. 

TINA: Hey, Isabelle! What are you doing?

MAX: Yeah Isabelle- what’s going on?

ISABELLE: What’s going on? I’ll tell you what’s going on! I’m entering the Toonland Football Championships. 

TINA/MAX: The Toonland Football Championships?

ISABELLE: Yes! I’ve been training super hard. I have got my EYES ON THE PRIZE.

TINA: Wow, Isabelle you are really determined to win. 

MAX: Yeah, Isabelle- it looks like you have your heart set on winning. 

ISABELLE: I ALWAYS PLAY TO WIN. 

TINA: But…. Isabelle...... Aren’t there..... Eleven players on a football team?

MAX: Yes, who are the other ten players on your football team?

ISABELLE: Ten other players? I don’t need ten other players. 

TINA: I’m a bit confused. What position do you play?

MAX: I bet you are the striker, huh, Isabelle? 

ISABELLE: STRIKER. YES. TOP GOAL SCORER. 

TINA: And.... Who is your goal keeper? 

MAX: You’ll need a good goal keeper to make sure the other team don’t score!

ISABELLE: We have a brilliant goal keeper- ME! 

TINA: OK.... But then... Who is going to play in the middle? To pass the ball?

MAX: That’s an important position- the midfielder runs up and down the pitch a lot!
14
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ISABELLE: I’ve been practising my running so I’m sure I’ll be a great midfielder! 

TINA/MAX: Isabelle......

ISABELLE: Yeeeeeeeeees?

TINA: Now, Isabelle you are the best sportswoman I ever met. 

MAX: Oh there’s no doubt you’re amazing at sports!

ISABELLE: Thankyou. 

TINA: But, I don’t think that’s quite how to win a football game. Not if my research is anything to go by.

MAX: I’ve never heard of a football team with just one player...

ISABELLE: Well fasten your seatbelts everybody. Because you’re about to see something quite special. 
DUCK!

CUE: BALLS SCREEN CONTENT : Isabelle kicks the ball, heads the ball, knees the ball, kicks it again and then .... 

ISABELLE: GOAAAAAAAL!

Scores an own goal.  

TINA: Wow Isabelle, that was amazing but... 

MAX: Definitely very impressive but....

She sees that it is her goal. 

ISABELLE: MY GOAL? I scored against my own goal? Oh no! I’ll never win the world Championships that 
way!

TINA: Dont be sad, Isabelle. I know something that will help you win the Championships.

MAX: Yes, there’s definitely something we can do to help you win. It’s time for TOONSTARS 
SHOOTING STARS!

• CUE TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS
• They teach ‘MOVE MOUNTAINS’ song

TINA: Well, Isabelle.... What do you think?

MAX: Have the Shooting stars given you any ideas?

ISABELLE: I think the Shooting stars have given me a great idea.... I guess... Even if you are a BRILLIANT 
scorer, and an AMAZING goal keeper, and an INCREDIBLE player... Sometimes you need to work 
as a team to get things done? 15
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TINA: That’s right! Even if you are the very best at something, you’re even stronger if you work as a 
team.

MAX: One person can be great.... But being on a team can make you even greater. 

TINA: I wonder if you guys can think of any other sports or games we can all play together?

MAX: What other sports or games do we play in teams?

ISABELLE: There are so many kinds of team sports: What different ones do you know?

AUDIENCE RESPONSE

ISABELLE: Guys. I just thought of a great team!

TINA/MAX: Who’s that?

ISABELLE: The Toonstars. We are one of the best teams I know. 

TINA: I think you’re right, Isabelle- the Toonstars make a great team. 

MAX: I’m so happy to belong to team Toonstars.

ISABELLE: Let’s show everybody what teamwork looks like- at our next concert!

TINA/MAX: LET’S DO IT!

O/S V/O: ‘Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and Girls... Let’s hear you go wild.... I said let’s hear you go wild.... For 
the biggest band in Toonland, the break through band of the year, Live Tonight here at Family 
Life... It’s the TOONSTARS!’

(TOONSTARS RE-ENTER) 

• TOONSTARS HOLDING SCREEN Bows, exit! 

THEY PERFORM STAND UP
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BENDING THE TRUTH
OPENING CARTOON 

‘BREAKING OUT’

They all fall down

TRANSITION INTO TOONSTARS RECORDING STUDIO

They do the Toonstars sign and retrieve mics

TINA: Guys we have a busy schedule today! There’s so much to do!

MAX: Really, Tina? How busy is our schedule today?

ISABELLE: Everyday is a busy day as a Toonstar. But what have we got to do today?

TINA: We’ve got dance rehearsals, and songs to finish and autographs to sign! All before tonight’s 
concert! 

MAX: Dance rehearsals, and songs to write AND autographs to sign? That really is a lot to do before 
the concert this evening!

ISABELLE: We can do it guys! We can definitely rehearse all our dances, and finish our songs and sign all of 
the autographs before tonight’s show! How? Because I know Tina will have everything organised. 

MAX: It’s a good job you’re so organised Tina!

TINA: Well, it’s true. I do love to be organised. And I use my smart watch to organise EVERYTHING! 

ISABELLE: That smart watch really is very clever. 

MAX: (Sheepishly) You really do love that smart watch, don’t you Tina.... 

TINA: Yes, it is my favourite thing. My prized possession. It’s amazing. It’s BROKEN!

ISABELLE: Your smart watch is broken?! That’s terrible Tina!

MAX: Oh dear.... Are you sure it’s broken, Tina? Maybe... Maybe if you turn it off and on again?

TINA: No, it’s definitely broken. Oh I can’t believe it! How on earth did this happen? I’m always so 
careful!

ISABELLE: I can’t imagine how you broke it Tina! You’re always so careful to look after it. 

MAX: I don’t know how you would have broken it.... Um... Um.... Oh... I think maybe I know. 

TINA: Max, you know how my watch got broken?
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BENDING THE TRUTH
ISABELLE: How did the watch break, Max?

MAX: Well.... I saw a giant bird fly down out of the sky.

TINA: A Giant Bird?

ISABELLE: A GIANT BIRD?!

MAX: Yes. He flew down to where your watch was and he picked it up with his claws.

TINA: He picked it up with his claws?

ISABELLE: HE PICKED IT UP WITH HIS CLAWS.

MAX: Yes. Yes he did. And then... The bird got scared!

TINA: How did the bird get scared?

ISABELLE: What frightened the bird?

MAX: A GHOST!

TINA: A ghost?!

ISABELLE: A GHOST!!!

MAX: Yes. Yes. And the ghost scared the bird so much, he dropped the watch and that’s ... Probably 
what broke it. 

TINA: Max..... The ghost scared the giant bird and he dropped my watch? That seems very unlikely.

ISABELLE: This ghost and giant bird do seem very suspicious.....

MAX: What do you mean?! I don’t think it’s suspicious at all. Nothing suspicious about that. 

TINA/ISABELLE: Maaaaaaaaax….....

TINA: Max. I really hope you’re telling the truth. Because you’re one of my best friends. And best 
friends don’t tell fibs to each other. 

ISABELLE: I don’t believe Max would tell a fib to one of his best friends... That would be terrible.

MAX: You are one of my very best friends, Tina, and I.... I ...... Oh no! IT WAS ME! I BROKE YOUR 
WATCH!

TINA/ISABELLE: Oh, Max....
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BENDING THE TRUTH
MAX: I’m sorry. I didn’t want you to be angry at me, so I.... MADE UP THE STORY ABOUT THE BIRD 

AND THE GHOST. 

TINA: I know you didn’t want me to be angry with you, Max. But you shouldn’t make up stories like 
that. If you have made a mistake or had an accident, you should always be honest with the 
people who care about you. Telling fibs just makes things worse. 

ISABELLE: Yes, that’s right. If you have made a mistake, or done something silly, you should tell the truth 
about it. Definitely not make up stories about birds and ghosts. That will only make things 
worse. 

MAX: You’re right. I should never have told a fib or made up that silly story. I should have told you the 
truth... I accidentally dropped it. I’m.... VERY SORRY TINA. 

TINA: That’s ok, Max. I’m pleased you told me the truth. I’m sure it was an accident and honesty is the 
best policy. 

ISABELLE: You see Max, telling the truth isn’t so scary: Tina knows it was an accident. 

MAX: I’ll never tell a fib again. Gosh, guys. You really bring out the best in me. 

TINA: That’s a good lesson to learn! And how about another lesson for us to learn… It’s time for: 
TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS!

TOONSTARS SHOOTING STARS
BEST OF ME 

TINA: Oh, that was lovely. And now I really need a new watch. It really is my favourie thing. 

ISABELLE: What are your favourite things, guys?

MAX: Yes, what are your favourite toys?

TINA: What is your favourite toy to play with?

AUDIENCE RESPONSE

TINA: Oh, Max. I can’t believe that crazy story you made. I have to say – you have a very active 
imagination!

ISABELLE: Yes, that was some story – what an imagination you have!

MAX: Well... It’s true. My imagination can go pretty wild. But I’ve learned my lesson. I will only use my 
powers of imagination for GOOD from now on.

TINA: Oh there’s nothing wrong with a bit of imagination- in the right place!

ISABELLE: Yes, it’s no bad thing to use your imagination sometimes…. LIKE IN OUR SONG!

MAX: LET’S HIT IT!
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BENDING THE TRUTH

(THEY LEAVE)

O/S V/O: ‘Ladies, Gentlemen, Boys and Girls... Let’s hear you go wild.... I said let’s hear you go wild.... For 
the biggest band in Toonland, the break through band of the year, Live Tonight here at Family 
Life... It’s the TOONSTARS!’

(TOONSTARS RE-ENTER) 

• TOONSTARS HOLDING SCREEN Bows, exit! 

THEY PERFORM IMAGINATION SONG


